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Powering Up Our Life Stories offers teenagers to elders the opportunity to reclaim the hero in
their own life stories. Andrew Steed takes the reader on an uninhibited journey into the shadows
to shine the brightest light in the darkest recesses of mind and body. So many souls have
festering wounds closeted deep inside in a desperate attempt to survive traumas. The ancient
art of reclaiming breathes new life to transform these dark desperate wastelands into rich fertile
landscapes. With questions to stir insights and beautifully written examples of reclaiming,
'Powering Up Our Life Stories' is medicine for the soul.
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This Book is dedicated to my Mother & Father and the ancestors of my lineage. To Elizabeth
Grace Davie and Anthony John Robert Steed thank you on your loving guidance and your
support throughout the years. In gratitude to the ancestral clans the Innes & Davidson of the
Matriarchal line and the Steed and Daines of the Patriarchal line may our song lines shine
brightly and our stories bring laughter and learning for those who dance in our footsteps.

Dear Reader, Teacher, Student and fellow Authors of countless stories that are lived each
day,Welcome to the world of reclaiming stories.This book is a result of years of working on
reclaiming my own stories and helping countless others to reclaim theirs.At the end of each
chapter you will find a list of journal questions and journey questions. These are there to prompt
the reader to peel away the layers of their own story. This is a book that requires us to walk into
the depth of our own shadows to shine our light there, to transform our faeces into fertilizer.For
teachers/professors working with students this book is for you too. All of us need to do our own
work so we can help others to do theirs.My suggestion is that you read the first couple of
chapters in order to give you a clear understanding of reclaiming. Then you can go to the
chapters that call you.Some of the questions will be easier to answer than others. Some you will
be eager to dive in to. Others you may look to avoid. Notice where and when your resistance
comes up. Do not try to answer the questions from each chapter all in one go. Be thorough, take
your time and be willing to peel away the layers so you can journey to the core, the very centre of
your own story. You will notice the bonus question. This book is written to help promote creativity,
critical thinking and problem solving, attributes that are truly needed in our world.There are
some questions that are very light hearted and others that require great courage to step into.
The journey is one of celebration. The most important piece is to not get stuck in the story.
Reclaiming encourages us to shift, release and transform.Some of your journaling will be for
your eyes-only; other writings will be for sharing. You need to work out which is which. If a
question seems too daunting or a journey overwhelming make sure you are working with a
trusted teacher, counselor, or in the case of journeying, a shamanic practitioner who will support
your process.The shamanic element is there for those who have been called to journey in non-
ordinary reality. For those who do not have an understanding of this an would like to know more
you are welcome to email me at asteed@andrewsteed.com and I will look to link you with



someone who can help you in your area. For those who have no interest in the journeying aspect
please read through the journey questions. You may find that you can reframe them into journal
questions for yourself to consider.I have written the book choosing to use the spelling and
language of my native land. If there are words or sayings that you do not immediately
understand enjoy looking them up. Language is so delicious!When I lived in the USA I visited a
Laundromat, which in the British Isles is known as a Laundrette. I was busily emptying a washing
machine when a woman who was in there struck up a conversation with me. We spoke for a few
minutes and she asked where I was from. I told her the British Isles and she asked how long I
had been in the States. My answer was 3 months to which she replied, “That’s amazing.” Baffled
I asked her what was amazing. She looked me straight in the eye and said “Well you’ve picked
up the language real quickly.” She thought we all spoke German in Britain! Although this story
has always tickled me there is an underlying truth. So many words used in England are foreign to
Scotland and vice versa let alone taking into account the rest of the Isles, Canada, the USA and
Australia, for that matter language differs wherever so called ‘English’ is spoken.My hope is that
this book will encourage us all to fly with more freedom, to soar higher and deepen our roots.
Thank you for opening up the front cover; now enjoy delving into the treasures that wait within!In
love, truth, beauty and freedom,Andrew Steed.
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Chapter 1A Noble White Horse“Make the mistakes of yesterday your lessons for today.”-
Anonymous.I love the smell of books. I love to touch them, flick through the pages and feel the
paper between my fingertips, to check out the front cover and let my imagination tumble into
thoughts of what adventures lie ahead. A great story feeds us on the breath of every word.
Those of us fortunate enough to have sat in the presence of a master storyteller know the magic,
we feel the wonder and we crave a little bit more. We hang on the sound of lilting tones, gasp
during suspenseful pauses and eat up every word the silver-tongued wordsmith weaves in the
telling. In short, stories provide a banquet for our senses. They stretch us, teach us and
challenge us. We are connected through stories. Ancestral threads reminding us to remember
the song of the past, the dance of the present and the poetry awaiting to meet us in the future.
We are the characters in each and every tale; we are comprised of the light and the dark, the
hero, the villain, the victim, the witness and the passerby. In between the spaces, beneath the
surface, in a single word lie transformation, insight, and strands of magic waiting for a diligent
seeker to unearth a casket of treasure. So often we skip ahead, gloss over the details and more
often than not relegate stories and storytellers to child’s play and no more. The truth is stories
were never for the children and always for the children. They were danced, sung, weaved on the
wind by the light of the fire since the beginning of time. They are a road map, a compass and a
creative magical way for us to discover who we are and why we are here.We are also the sum of
the stories that we have lived and breathed during our time here on planet earth/planet water. All
of our experiences stored in our personal filing cabinet the human body. Our ancestors were fully
aware that singing, dancing and drumming helped us to remove energetic blocks that fester
inside of us robbing us of valuable life force. The shamans, the bards, the medicine elders
understood the importance of our stories being told, that some need reweaving and reclaiming
to release the shards that would cut us energetically, leaving weeping wounds that bleed us dry.
As I have worked with stories over the years I started to instinctively work with what is an ancient
practice, the art of reclaiming our stories.Stories intrinsically are powerful. Harnessing the power



that is inherent in these stories takes the willingness to walk into our shadows to shine our light
there. I discovered that rewriting a disturbance in my past creates a new vibrant reality as does
illuminating a tale in its original format to glean the lessons of reclaiming in another way. Playing
within the stories albeit tales of horror, adventure, embarrassment, failure and success has been
a liberating experience. Each of us has chapters of wonder, heartache, challenge, despair, fun,
fear and excitement to name but a few. These scenarios from our past are wrapped into our
psyche locked in our minds and our bodies. To be able to delve into these, and change the
outcome of the story, generates a healing vibration that frees us from the bonds that enslave us.
This time honored tradition of our ancestors is rewarding and accessible to us all. I have worked
a number of tales in this book showing different ways of reclaiming. There are treasures for each
of us within these tales, my hope is that you will be moved to write, reweave and reclaim some of
your own. The Celts were Master Storytellers who spun myths that still affect us today. Shamans
all across the world were amongst the first storytellers. They knew the best way to teach was,
and still is, by the story.AN AFRICAN TALE OR THE TALE OF A BOXA Western man traveled
into the depths of the African jungle to visit a tribe who had recently received the gift of electricity
but had never witnessed a television set. It was with great glee and anticipation that the man
presented the tribe with his gift of a brand new state of the art colour TV. For the first couple of
days everyone gathered to watch the intriguing new device. He was thrilled that his gift had
made such an impression. Then as the week wore on less and less people appeared to watch it
with him. By the end of the week the television was abandoned completely. This mystified the
man so he sought out the leader and asked,“Why are the people no longer watching the
TV?”“We have the storyteller,” the chief stoically replied.“Yes, but your storyteller will never know
as many stories as the television does,” spat back the Westerner.“Your words speak true,”
agreed the Chief. “Your television may know more stories, but our storyteller knows us”.I
remember as a kid seeing a colour television for the first time. The images beaming into my
friends’ house captivated me. There was prestige in owning such a device. Soon they were the
mainstay in every home. They continue to get bigger and now it is uncommon to find a
household without one or even with just one. I remember when we used to have to get up and
change the channel and we only had three channels to watch. Now I look bamboozled at three
remotes that control 100’s of channels with more features than I care to understand. Television is
one of the great sedatives of our time. We can fall into the habit of watching other people’s
stories at the expense of living our own.Indigenous people have kept the stories alive, they left a
blueprint within them. They knew and felt the innate value in the oral tradition of sharing our
heritage. In the British Isles and Ireland we had Bards who were the keepers of the stories and
songs. Here, in what we know as the Celtic lands, these ancestors would readily agree that it is
essential to explore the old tales and our own stories to appreciate mythic patterns that flow
through our own lives. Understanding our own story, allows us to grow, to move forward, to
embrace and to live. This is a direct gift from our ancestors.I have chosen several of my own life
stories that I have reclaimed in different formats. These tales offer the reader a possible route to



journey and journal on. I encourage you all to allow your creative sides to flourish. The questions
at the end of each chapter are a guide to open a doorway for an intrepid traveler to walk through.
Hopefully each of you will discover many treasures within yourselves by having the courage to
take these steps. For here lies the opportunity for healing, change and self-growth. Beyond this
my hope is that you will be inspired to begin reclaiming your own stories.At the end of each story
I have provided two lists. The first list is designed for people from all walks of life to journal on for
self-discovery. The second list is for people who practice shamanism and know how to journey
into non-ordinary reality. For those who are unfamiliar with this practice I suggest you read this
book fully first and then if called seek out a reputable shamanic practitioner to guide you in this
tradition. If exploring a shamanic pathway in this fashion does not sing in your heart then have
fun playing with the journey questions to transform them into journal questions. What I know for
sure is that stories are inherently shamanic.So without further ado let’s delve into the reweaving
of a tale, spinning threads of the mythic heroic quest. Through reclaiming our story we empower
ourselves by letting go of our past and rewriting our present.A PAIN IN THE NECKThe original,
disconcerting story, was one that I wanted to forget. It wasn’t a deep scarring tale, however it was
embarrassing to say the least. The punch line was such that was best described as being a pain
in the neck.I was a wild and reckless teenager. I loved to hitchhike, catch a bus, a train, jump in a
car or even on occasions take a cab ride and head off to see live bands play. A list as long as my
arm had enticed me across the length and breadth of the country. By 18 I had tasted the delights
of The Jam, The Clash, The Police to name but a few- I even went to see Slade, though the icing
on the cake was Bob Marley and the Wailers; I loved gigging. The only music that did nothing for
me was heavy metal. AC/DC, Motorhead and the like were just not my cup of tea.On a warm
summers evening in 1981 I had hopped on the train from my hometown of Bury St. Edmunds in
the heart of Suffolk to head to Ipswich. Goodness knows why, for I was off see a heavy metal
band called Saxon at the Gaumont Theatre. I had friends who raved about the crash and grind of
this ear-shattering screech that they called music and I called noise. One of my best friends Rob
Waters was hooked on air guitar and the leather and denim-clad look of the many longhaired
dudes who followed this racket. So I had tagged along with my mate Rob and a few other ‘biker’
friends, as I figured I had nothing better to do.We often headed to Ipswich. The Gaumont was a
regular haunt as was Portman Road the home of Ipswich Town F.C. I like my footie and although I
have been a Chelsea fan since the age of 7 the ‘Town’ are the closest team to Bury St. Edmunds
so I was often singing my heart out on the terraces in my youth. The football team have picked
up the tag of ‘Tractor Boys’ today, however at their inception in 1878 they were more likely to
have been the ‘Ploughmen’. Their original crest was a red rampant lion, which was then replaced
by the Suffolk Punch, a noble white horse. So we were headed to the town of the white horse not
to jeer and cheer at a kicked ball of leather. Tonight the screams would be coming from a group
of longhaired rockers from Barnsley and we would be gyrating our bodies to their screeching
din.One thing that you need to know about me is that I don’t do things half-heartedly. So when
the first metallic crash emanated from the guitar strings I rushed to the stage with the throng of



people clambering to be at the front. We all took our imaginary guitars in hand. For the next hour
and a half I played that invisible guitar like there was no tomorrow. It was a performance to
remember; well I sure remembered it. As part of the guitar mimicking tradition, one swings the
arm, plucks unseen strings and violently bashes the head up and down, known in technical
terms as head banging. I have a very long neck on my tall slender frame, and that night I shook
my head like an unbroken stallion trying to be bridled for the first time.Once the smoke machines
were switched off, and the band had worked their encore and played no more, we all piled out of
the theatre. I grabbed a souvenir t-shirt for a couple of quid before I headed home. It was nice to
take off my sweaty shirt and put on a clean one even if it did have 5 headshot portraits of the
band with their name ‘Saxon’ emblazoned upon it.I was shattered, I’d given it my all, my ears
ringing with deafness, my body weary, and my mind ready to take this night into the world of
dreams.When the sun streamed through my window and the radio alarm blasted out the arrival
of a new working day, I groggily tried to rise. My legs reached for the floor, my torso pushed
forward in a lazy attempt to greet the morning, and that’s as far as I got. My head was anchored
firmly to the bed, and no matter how hard I tried to lift my precious noggin it stuck fast to the
pillow. I was well and truly stuck. It was with considerable alarm that I grabbed my head with my
hands and forcibly held it above my shoulders. I hadn’t stepped five paces out of my front door
before I began to attract the attention of the neighbours. The one redeeming factor was that I
worked as a Wash Up Porter at the West Suffolk hospital. Instead of entering the staff door, I
traipsed slowly toward the ER room, desperately clutching my bedraggled head. “What on earth
have you done?’” were the cries of those who knew me as I passed on by. “I was head banging
to Saxon and look I can’t hold my head up,” I whined dejectedly as I let go of my head and
showed them how it dangled limply like a wilted flower. I heard a few snickers and a couple of
good belly laughs as I plodded towards the A & E.The diagnosis, surprise surprise, was severely
strained neck muscles. The remedy was a whopping great neck brace. I tried desperately to
blend in with the hospital wallpaper as I made my way up to the kitchens. As I traversed those
long cold corridors, I bumped into Uncle Tom Cobley and all... porters, kitchen workers, nurses,
and patients alike, all seemed to know exactly what had happened to me. There was a buzz
going around about the youngster who had thrashed his head at a rock concert and could not
hold it up.“Ooh, look. That’s him!” and “Whatever happened to you?” often from someone who
had a gleam in the eye which screamed I know exactly what you did!
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Infynity, “Phenomenal Book Rich with Transformational Medicine. Powering Up Our Life Stories
is one of my favorite books by Andrew Steed. Andrew is a master storyteller and in this book, he
teaches readers how to reclaim and reweave our life stories in an interactive way through
creative writing exercises. He beautifully models how to engage in this process by providing
example upon example of personally reclaimed tales followed by thoughtful & engaging prompts
for readers to explore. This book is rich with transformational medicine!I teach a graduate-level
university course that explores the relationship between spirituality & recovery from addictive
behaviors and use this book as one of the required textbooks. The students attending this
course are pursuing Master degrees in the helping professions of social work, psychology, and
addictions. This is important information to share with those who are called into the helping
professions, as it is more important now than ever before for us all - all ages - to work to shine a
light on our wounds and traumas, to heal them, and to step into our authentic selves. Powering
Up Our Life Stories provides readers with a phenomenal medicine tool to incorporate personally
as well as for those working in the helping professions to use as a therapeutic tool with clients. I
highly recommend this book both for personal development, for helping professionals to use in
practice, and for use in schools and universities!”

April Haapala, “Andrew is a gift to our planet!. I just love Andrew's work. This book is such a
powerful tool for healing and reclaiming our stories with real power and compassion! this is a
fabulous book for those on a shamanic path, anyone looking to see themselves afresh and
especially for young writers.”

Johannah Hopes, “Deeply Empowering Self-Healing Tool. Andrew Steed is a master storyteller
and Celtic shamanic practioner who uses both skills to tell stories that act as catalysts for deep
inner transformation and healing. A deceptively easy to use tool for self-reflection, self-discovery
and personal healing, the stories and questions ask us to look into our own shadows, air them
out in the light of day and then transform them into stories of healing.Andrew tells a story in each
chapter as it happened to him and then he tells it again having re-woven the strands of the story
in order to transform a negative experience into a positive one which is a highly effective healing
modality. This process creates deep healing on the soul level. The book appears to be a light
hearted approach to healing but in truth goes very deep. The reading of Andrew's stories,
recalling our own that we may have spent decades trying to forget and the inner reflections
create powerful healing and personal transformation and ultimately the process leads to
freedom and personal power.At the end of each chapter are two sets of questions: journal
questions and shamanic journeying questions. The reader can choose which set of questions to
answer, or choose to answer both. A person using this book does not need to practice
shamanism or have any skills in journeying in order to benefit from this book. Included in the



book is the suggestion on how to adapt the journeying questions into journal questions if so
desired.An added bonus to this book is that woven within the strands of the stories and the
questions are weavings of spirituality that may be an introduction to some and a coming home to
others. As a result, this book provides healing on both emotional and spiritual levels.This book is
perfect for teenagers and adults who are ready to reclaim their personal power and step fully
into honoring themselves at the soul level.”

Chef Dr. Mike; The Food Shaman, “Life’s road is not only up-and-down, high mountain peaks ....
Life’s road is not only up-and-down, high mountain peaks and low valleys; but sometimes it takes
us through some rough terrain. Everyone at one time or another has experienced some event
that has cut deeply and left its mark. And whilst the wounds may not show as surface scars, they
can impact our lives in an ever ongoing, but often unconscious way. We can quite literally get
stuck in a bog where we think we are making progress moving forward, only to find ourselves
sinking deeper; never quite understanding why.Powering up Our Life Stories by Andrew Steed is
a lifeline to get us back onto the path and moving forward in a positive direction. Mr. Steed
shares difficult moments from his personal journey. He examines them and the emotional
responses that cloak them with truth and honesty. He then shares with us techniques for
bringing sunshine to these areas of blight and transforming them into the positive, learning
experiences that they had been all along.The sum of our lives depends not only upon our
physical well-being, but the state of our emotional and spiritual health. Andrew Steed’s book
helps us find, expose and drain our spiritual abscesses so that we move forward in positivity and
authenticity. It is a must have, essential ingredient for your spiritual first-aid kit!”

Tira of the Groves, “Getting a New Mythic Life. So, why do I love this book? Because it is
wonderfully entertaining, well written, and filled with wisdom from cover to cover. There are a lot
of books out there that help us deal with life's traumas and dramas but most are so heavy and
tedious we never finish reading them. Andrew Steed has a way of sharing his wisdom that is
personal and compassionate, entertaining and serious all at once. His unique voice tells his
stories eloquently and, in doing so, teaches us how we may tell ourselves our own stories in
such a way that we are empowered and freed from negative aspects of our storied personal
histories. I highly recommend this book.”

The book by Andrew Steed has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 10 people have provided feedback.
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